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* This paper is based upon work performed under contract to INTELSAT.

DEVICE INDEPENDENT SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE*

Joseph Kasser
Richard Thorne

Communications Satellite Corporation
Monitor and Control Engineering Division

5 Choke Cherry Road
Rockville, Maryland 20850

ABSTRACT

The INTELSAT V Communications System Monitoring (CSM) network consists of 11
worldwide installations and a centralized data processing/display facility. Each installation
is slightly different from the others due to the local station equipment. The CSM
installation consists of a number of control and monitoring equipment interfaced to a
HP-1000 minicomputer via the IEEE-488 Bus. This paper describes the modular approach
taken in the design of nine pieces of control and monitoring equipment that allowed 27
different units, including differences due to sites and antennas, to be designed within a
period of three months. The paper discusses the communications protocols and the device
independent software used, to speed the development and debug time.

INTRODUCTION

The INTELSAT V Communications System Monitoring (CSM) network consists of 11
worldwide installations and a centralized data processing/display facility. Each of these
installations contains an HP-1000 minicomputer controlling a number of test and
monitoring instruments via the IEEE-488 Bus.

One of the features of each system is the decentralization of system I/O control. That is,
basic I/O control data reside within the instrument and not within the control minicomputer
(HP-1000). Each instrument generates I/O control signals upon receipt of ASCII-coded
messages from the central minicomputer. These messages symbolically address control
elements in a higher level language. There are a number of system benefits:

• The number of I/O control lines from the minicomputer to the test and monitoring
instruments is reduced from several hundred to one 24 conductor multi-drop bus.
System interconnect is simplified.



• System software is relieved of a large number of unit-dependent binary subfield
operations and bit manipulations.

• Maintenance personnel communicate with each unit using the symbolic language,
wherein command codes are easily relateable to internal elements. For example, a
control message containing SW01P1 is used to command switch number one to
position one.

The tasks performed by each of the COMSAT provided CSM equipments are very similar.
They contain circuitry to control or read back the status of a device. The device could be a
frequency synthesizer, an rf attenuator or a digital measuring instrument. The basic
COMSAT provided CSM equipment outline is shown in Figure -1.

Recognizing the similarity of performance, the hardware and software were standardized
and made essentially device independent. The basic performance requirement was for the
HP-1000 computer to control or read the status of the remote equipment. The technique
used to implement the function utilized a mixture of hardware and software. The hardware
employed an IEEE-488 Bus for communications between the computer and the remote
equipment. The remote equipment employed a commercially available microprocessor
based 488 Bus interface module manufactured by Symtek to interface the bus to the
control/ status circuits.

CONTROL LANGUAGE

Messages passed over the IEEE-488 Bus are in ASCII format. ASCII was chosen to
simplify the debugging process during program development. There are two categories of
messages; namely, control and status. Control messages always pass from the computer to
the COMSAT-developed units, which reply with a status message. All control messages
are prefixed by a “!” character; all status messages are prefixed by a “$”. A bus controller
may send the following commands to a CSM unit:

!C, (message):                       - Accept Control Data

!E (string):                        - Echo Check String

!D:                            - Perform Diagnostic

!PXX:                        -  Parallel Poll Configure XX = response data line

!S(M):                     -  Report Status



where the following definitions of (M) may be used for status (!S) commands:

(M) =  A - Status of all elements

=  F - Status of failures (unit returns two digit error code)

=  I - Identification - unit returns site, unit, software version

=  P - Status of elements addressed in previous control message

=  E, string - Status of elements defined in string

The character sequence, colon, carriage return, line feed with concurrent EOI, is
represented above by:

:
 

and must be sent as the terminator of every data message passed between the controller
and a CSM unit.

Only two commands will cause a unit to enter the talk mode to send replies:

- !E(string) command results in $E(string) being returned; i.e., an echo check return.

- !S(M) command results in $S(N) being returned where (M) has been previously
described and (N) is the appropriate response.

THE SOFTWARE

The software was written in assembly language and formed from general modules. Each
module was made as general as possible, passing parameters by means of the CPU
registers. Data transfers to and from the bus are made via buffer memories. Incoming
messages are validated and processed. The transfer function of the actual I/O bits set or
read as a function of the bus message is stored in a unit peculiar file in the form of a look-
up table. The look-up table is the only device-dependent code in most of the programs.

Each of the software modules performs specific tasks. If the module has the capability to
detect anomalous conditions, their existence is passed to the calling module as a flag which
may be tested.



The software was designed from the top down in the form of specific modules, each of
which have a well-defined interface. The analogy with hardware is that since the I/O
interfaces are defined, the module can be considered as the software equivalent of a large-
scale integrated circuit. A listing of such a module is shown in Figure -2.

The software is partitioned into two major pieces. The first, and largest part, is formed by
a group of modules which are common to all units. They provide bus communication and
all basic data processing and control functions. The second comprises two modules and is
referred to as unit peculiar. It contains the specific I/O data (look-up table) needed to
control a given unit type. Further, where unit type hardware varies from earth station site-
to-site, these unit peculiar files again contain the specific I/O data. In all, 27 different
routines are required to cover the different CSM units and their site variations.

The source software stored on floppy discs exists in a relocateable format and unit/site
peculiar programs are formed by the module linkage and absolute program location feature
of the software development system.

The unit peculiar look-up table is the heart of the code. The remaining modules process the
bus data into a form in which that data can be compared to the contents of the look-up
table and processed.

UNIT/SITE DATA TABLE

The purpose of the unit/site data look-up table is to provide the data which allows the main
program to translate bus messages containing control requests into the specific I/O signals
needed to control elements such as switches, attenuators, filters, etc. Also the table is used
by the main program to create bus status messages from hardware control settings in
response to status requests. The table is, of course, different for each type of COMSAT-
built CSM unit. In addition, however, the table varies as a function of earth station site for
two of the units and also varies as a function of antenna type for one of the units.

The first part of the table uses equate statements and conditional assembly to establish the
site identifier. Then a MACRO control byte is defined. Control byte comprises the first
two control bytes of each table element entry. These bytes inform processing routines of
hardware characteristics and control constraints. Next, entries are provided for unit
number, software version and EPROM programming date. This information is returned to
the controller in ASCII format whenever the status identify command (!SI:) is received.
Next the power supply OK status value is provided, followed by the apriori parallel poll
response byte.



After the parallel poll byte, the table contains a series of variable length sections, where
each section corresponds to one hardware element in the unit. Figure -3 shows a
generalized table entry as it would exist in 8085 assembly format. This entry is now
described.

The entry is formed by a fixed length part eight bytes long, followed by a variable length
part whose length is determined by hardware characteristics and control data format.

The fixed length portion begins with a four-character label which is the device element
identifier (DEI). For example, for switch number one the label is SW01; for attenuator 11
it is AT11. The first two bytes contain a memory pointer to the next table section which, of
course, begins with the DEI of the next hardware element. The next four bytes are the
ASCII coded characters forming the DEI. Search programs match on these characters to
locate the table entry of a specific device element. The control byte MACRO logically
combines seven parameters to form the next two bytes: control byte 1 and control byte 2.
The variable length section of the entry then follows.

The structure of variable length section can be understood in terms of three parameters
relating to hardware characteristics: (1) control data destination, (2) status data source and
(3) control data format.

Control data can be output either to a scratchpad memory location or to a hardware output
register. Memory is used if the hardware requires a time varying control waveform.
Special waveform generating routines called later in the sequence examine certain control
data memory cells for information as to when output waveforms are desired. An output
register is used if only DC levels are required by hardware.

Status data can be input from three sources: memory cell, status monitoring port, or a
hardware input register. The memory cell is used if external hardware is not monitored.
The status monitoring port is used if external hardware is not designed to return its status.
(In this case the output control signals are simply fed back into an onboard monitoring
port). Finally, an input register is used if the device element being controlled is capable of
returning a status signal.

Data format can be either position data (P) or value data (V). Position data implies the
table is constructed in simple look-up fashion. No mathematical relationship exists
between the control data values needed to select two adjacent control positions. The table
thus contains an entry for each selectable position. Value data implies the hardware is
controlled with binary coded data. The control data needed to select two positions are
related in that a binary value may be added or subtracted to one to obtain the other. The
table then contains only entries to define the I/O port addresses and binary subfield masks.



The three hardware characteristic parameters could produce a maximum of 12 different
table entry structures. In practice, only six of these are required for CSM units. Routines
processing the unit data table use two control bytes to determine which of the six cases
applies to a given entry. These control bytes are now described.

CONTROL BYTES

The two control bytes are formed by the control byte MACRO. This MACRO has seven
parameters and appears in 8085 assembly listing as follows:

CNTRLBT MACRO PORTS, IOKND, TYPE, YES, POSITIONS, RO, FRED

Figure -4 shows the subfield structure and bit values within the control bytes.

TABLE ENTRY STRUCTURES

As described previously, table entry structure consists of an eight byte fixed length part,
which was previously described, and a variable length part which can have six different
formats depending on hardware constraints. The variable length part is now described for
each of the six cases.

Case 1 - More than 90% of all table entries will follow this case; i.e., control data is output
to an output port, status data is read back on a status monitoring port. For this case the
variable length portion of the table contains four byte long entries that appear in the listing
as follows:

DB I/O Port address, subfield mask, control data, status data

The I/O port address is the Hex I/O destination address output to/from the 8085. Note that
the status monitoring port address need not be called out explicitly since, by hardware
design, it can be computed by adding two to the output port address. The subfield mask is
a Hex value which identifies the binary subfield bits actually controlling the hardware
element because, typically, one eight-bit output register controls more than one hardware
element; thus, the need to define subfields. Control data is the Hex data value which must
be loaded into the binary subfield in order to command the position associated with this
table entry. Status data is the value which will be read back from the status monitoring port
when the element is in the associated position. (Hardware inversion makes control data
differ from status data).

Case 2 - This case covers a few hardware elements which accept binary coded data. For
example, it is used to control a nine bit, step programmable RF attenuator. Data is limited



to a maximum of 16 bits. The variable length part of the table entry consists of one four-
byte entry as follows:

DB MSB Port add, MSB Mask, LSB Port add, LSB Mask

Essentially these entries specify two I/O ports (up to 16 bits) and truncate the number of
bits actually used with the binary masks. Note MSB equals most significant byte, LSB
equals least significant byte.

Case 3 - This case covers elements where control data is placed in an output register and
status data is read back through an input register. The table structure is composed of two
parts, each m entries long where each entry is four bytes long. The first part (m = n x p
entries) is exactly like Case 1, except that the last byte of each four byte entry is zero. This
is done because the status data source is not the status monitoring port, it is a separate
input port. Thus, a second section of the table is required which also has m = n x p entries
of four bytes each with the following format:

DB Input Port, Subfield Mask, Status Data, 0

Input port is the Hex value I/O address from which status data is read. The subfield mask
specifies the particular bits used for this element. Status data is the value which will be
read when the element is in the position associated with this table entry. The last byte is
zero and is not used.

Case 4 - This case allows the main program to indirectly control an element with a special
routine (one capable of generating I/O waveforms). It communicates control and status
through scratchpad memory locations. The table is organized by having one pair of entries,
specified hereafter, for each possible element position. The entries appear as:

DW Memory Address (label)

DB Subfield Mask, Control/Status Data

The word defined is simply the memory cell address where control data is placed and
status data is read from. The two data bytes are first, a subfield mask defining which of the
eight bits control the element and second, the data value needed to control the element to
the position associated with this entry in the table. In this case, this data value is identical
to the status data which will be read back.



Case 5 - This case is similar to Case 4 in that control data is output to memory. Thus, the
first section of the table is identical to Case 4. In this case, however, status data is
generated by hardware and is read by the 8085 on an input port. Thus, the first section is
followed by p sets of n four byte entries where p equals the number of element positions
and n equals the number of I/O ports on which the status data is input. Each of the four
byte entries has the same form as the status (second) section of the table for Case 3.

Case 6 - This case covers read only elements; i.e., they may not be controlled. They only
input the status of some external device. Thus, the table contains only status data. As in
Case 5, it is formed by p sets of n four byte entries where p equals the number of positions
and n equals the number of I/O ports on which the status data is input. Again, the
description of the four byte entries is the same as in Case 3.

By way of summary, the six cases of table structure just defined all pertain to the variable
length part of each table section devoted to one hardware element. It has been described
that these variable length segments are always preceded by a fixed length part which
identifies the hardware element the table section is related to, points to the next section and
contains control byte information from which processing routines may deduce the structure
of the variable length part.

RELOCATEABLE MODULE STRUCTURE AND FILE NAMING RULES

The CSM microprocessor software (referred to hereinafter as the program) consists of
relocateable modules which can be linked together to form an executable program.
Relocateable techniques are used because CSM unit types are nine in number and several
can vary from site-to-site. This produces a requirement for 27 different programs. Unit
and/or site differences in the program are limited to only two modules, thus leaving a large
number of modules which are identical in every unit. Creating a unit/site peculiar program
then is simply a matter of linking and locating the common modules to the unit peculiar
ones. As a result disk storage is reduced, because the source files for common modules
(the bulk of the program) are stored only once, and reassembly time is also reduced.

Unit peculiar modules and their files are named so as to encode both site peculiarity and
unit type. Sites are shown with the two or three character site identifier used in the MCE
drawing number system. The code ALL has been added to cover units common to all sites.
The unit number has been reduced to three characters to accommodate INTEL file naming
rules. For example, the IF switch unit has the drawing number M010200D. Its file names
are as follows:

ALL102.SF - Unit peculiar data source file
ALL102.OBJ - object binary (relocateable)



ALL102.LNK - Link file
ALL102.EX - Executable binary
ALL102.CSD - Link/locate command file

DISKETTE FILE ORGANIZATION

Six diskettes, numbered A1 through A6, are needed to store the program modules. A2 and
A4 backup the source code of disks A1 and A3 respectively. Editing and assembly are
performed on disks A1 and A3 only. Relocateable object binary is copied from these onto
either A5 or A6, depending on the specific unit. Linking and locating are performed on A5
or A6 to produce the executable file. This file must be executed once on the emulator to
compute and store the EPROM checksum value in the binary object. EPROM’s are then
programmed using disks A5 or A6.

Modules are generally grouped on disks in the following manner:

A1 - All common processing modules
All special processing modules

A3 - All unit peculiar data files
A5 - All executable modules except for M0108 and M0113 units

The general modules each perform specific tasks. one module services the bus, another
module moves data from a given buffer to the output buffer and formats it. One module
converts the look-up table into a memory map of the I/O ports; another module writes the
contents of the memory map to the output ports. Each of the steps are performed in a
logical sequence. Errors, if any, are detected and communicated between program modules
by means of flag bytes.

Since hardware costs are low compared to software generation costs; especially in the case
of a nonmass-produced device, it was elected to make as much use of the software as
possible. For example, a subroutine called FNDES is used in the routine that scans the
input buffer and confirms that the contents is formatted correctly and is valid for the unit.
The same subroutine is later used to match the Device Element String stored in the look-up
table with the elements in the control message. The position in the table is then passed to
the next subroutine which processes the element position.



SUMMARY

By standardizing the hardware and mapping the I/O to the device element using a general
purpose look-up table, it was possible to develop software modules with controlled
interface specifications to process the table data, allowing a team approach to the software
development.

Once a module had been developed, it was available for all others to use if necessary. By
keeping the module in relocateable form on controlled floppy discs, the generation of unit
dependent code was simplified.
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Figure 1.  Basic CSM Equipment Outline



Figure 2.  Sample Module Listing



Figure 2 continued

Figure 3.  Sections of the Unit Peculiar File



Figure 3 continued



Figure 3 continued



Figure 4.  Format of the Control Byte and MACRO Definition


